RESOLUTION
on the Implementation of the Project *Via Baltica*

The Baltic Assembly,

*considering* the importance of the Project *Via Baltica* for the political and economic life of the Baltic states,

*keeping in mind* the opportunity to take advantage of the favourable geographic location of the Baltic states between the Northern and Central Europe, as well as the integration of the Baltic states in the European economic area,

*noting* that the Project *Via Baltica* has already been dealt with for a long time, however, it has not received a sufficiently complex approach,

*recommends* to convene before the next Session of the Baltic Assembly a round table of the representatives of the Nordic States, Baltic states and Poland, in order to work out a final position about the implementation of the project *Via Baltica*,

*proposes* the Baltic Council of Ministers to prepare for the next Session of the Baltic Assembly a review on the realisation of works planned in the *Via Baltica* project, and on the implementation of the documents adopted by the Baltic Assembly.

Tallinn, November 28, 1998